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1. Name : Alok Kaushik 
Email : alok_kaush@yahoo.com 
Landline : 011-27863032 
Mobile : 9811470267 
Address: G-105, Sai Baba Apartments, Sector-9, Rohini, Delhi – 110085 

2. No of Years of Experience : Relevant Experience of 20 plus years. Experience of heading 
businesses in multiple industries like Power Infrastructure/ Distribution, Telecom 
Infrastructure, Chemicals, Healthcare, Automobiles, Roads/ Hydro Infrastructure. I have 
been leading businesses and projects for past many years and have excellent experience in 
handling green-field projects along-with commercial aspects of a going concern. In the 
green-field projects implementations, I have managed various stake-holders and statutory 
approval processes including contracts management, Pollution certifications, Environment 
approval processes, Excise/ Sales Tax approvals and registrations, High Tension Power 
connection approvals and infrastructure laying, land acquisition, architectural design, 
construction, arbitrations, Factory approvals etc.  In the going concern power infra projects, I 
have coordinated with the DISCOMs, State Power Ministry and Power Secretariats.  
 

3. Academic Qualifications of IP - Bachelor of Engineering ( IIT Roorkee) + PGDM( IIM 
Lucknow). I am an Engineer from IIT Roorkee and an MBA from IIM Lucknow ( IIT+ IIM) with 
20 years of experience in running organisations with in-depth experience  in multiple 
industries like Power Distribution, Telecom Infra, Chemicals, Healthcare, Automobiles and 
Construction Equipment. Accomplished P & L responsibilities as CEO, People leadership, 
Operations Management, Finance/ Accounts, New Project Management, Corporate legal/ 
commercial aspects, Creditor relations, M&A aspects of running business and new business 
establishments.  
 

4. Experience of Rehabilitation of Companies and/ or other relevant Experience - During my 
experiences as corporate leader, I have also implemented green field projects with end to 
end responsibilities of Project Management, Statutory compliances, constituted Internal 
audits, handled legal matters for the organisation including customer payment defaults/ 
disputes/ Asset recovery while appointing and coordinating with professionals like lawyers/ 
auditors. I have a very strong network of professionals in relevant fields and could fast 
organise resources in a very efficient and effective manner. I very well understand the nitty-
gritty of day to day operations in a business environment along-with the Companies Act and 
the IBC and can utilise these to ensure the best solution.  
 

 
One of the main objectives of the IBC is to run the company under insolvency process as a 
going concern. With the requisite moratorium during the insolvency process period, my 
experience would be very useful in achieving the desired results. The objective of the IBC 
2016 in terms of time bound resolution, maximisation of value of assets, promote 
entrepreneurship, availability of credit and balancing interests of all the stakeholders 
could be well achieved with my strengths and experience.  
 
I have personal experience in managing operations in the Power Infrastructure , Telecom 
Infra, Automobile, Healthcare, Chemicals  industries. Additionally, I am strongly 
networked in the business community and can mobilise resources in the legal, company 
secretarial and Finance/ Accounts areas. I have worked on turn-around of companies and 
have lead various company managements on the litigations and arbitration fronts.  I have 
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a strong wherewithal for appointing lawyers, valuers, industry experts, accountants and 
other experts as and when required. I am technology savvy and can organise and 
implement needed resources as and when required.  
 

5. Experience of Acting on behalf of banks/ financial institutions in related matters : I am 
empaneled with a few Banks.  I well understand the roles of various regulators in the IP 
industry and can bring much efficiency in the whole IP process when through a planned 
approach and practical experience with the corporates.   
 

6. Experience as IRP/ RP : I have completed two assignments as IRP ( Infrastructure industry 
and SME manufacturing). Continuing as RP in one of the above two cases.  
 

7. Registration No with IBBI - IBBI/ IPA-002/ IP-N00253/2017-18/ 10767 of 01.08.2017 
 

8. Details of Membership with Insolvency Professional Agency – Enrolled with ICSI Insolvency 
Professionals Agency with professional membership no. IP/ N00253 valid from 21.07.2017 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


